Activity #1: One of our favorite festivals is the 12–13 of this month!
What is this festival called?

Activity #2: Complete the cricket on the back.
Do you see this insect anywhere in the Academy? Where?

Get your August stamp at the Visitor Services Desks. Do you have eight stamps yet?
If you do, it's time to collect your prize in the Academy Shop! New prize available!

Lady Bug Life
Lady Bugs are usually full of color, but the ones below seem to be missing just that! Bring these bugs back to life with some color!
**Now Open**

*Backyard Adventures*

June 9–September 10

Leap into a garden of wonders, where you can experience the magic of a special backyard world.

---

**Complete the Cricket**

Symmetry means being made of exactly similar parts. Complete the symmetrical cricket below by drawing the rest of it on the reverse side of the line.